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Easy dessert recipes with biscuits

20 Creative Twists on Rice Krispies Treats The sticky snack time favorite gets a serious dessert update with these delicious recipes. Spruce eaters use cookies to provide you with a great user experience. With spruce eating, you agree to the use of cookies. 30 (10.10.2014 These were gentle and yummy biscuits. Next time I cut them and bake like a typical biscuit instead of a
muffin jar. Thank you for shareing. 25.1.2018 These biscuits are very good. I added a tablespoon of sugar and half a tablespoon of salt. They were perfect the first time I made them. They are simple and delicious. They get up a lot, so don't roll them too thick. The recipe did more than what it said. I cut the recipe in half, so it should only have made eight biscuits, but I got 12 and
made them quite big. I didn't put them in the muffin anemones I used for a regular pan and anointed bottom. On March 16, 2015, I have been challenged on how to make a good biscuit from scratch and without the flour that rises itself. I've read many cookie recipes on this site and searched online and still couldn't find one that would make a decent biscuit. I decided not to give up
and keep looking for the right cookie recipe. Finally, I found out what the problem was. If you read this recipe, it does not invite the ingredient that makes it happen. Eggs!!!!!!!!!!! You have to put the egg in the mixture. Without the balls, this is going to be a bad cookie. An egg brings the unity of a real cookie. Try it and you'll see that you're much happier. On January 24, 2015, I made
these plus about 1/2 teaspoon of salt. They have taste. They just don't get up much. I rate it ne4. Just for taste. 11.11.2015 Delicious. You just have to be a little saltier for my taste. Amazing flaked and easy to pull apart! Definitely beat the biscuits in the jar! 12/03/2014 Love them I will definitely do these again... 10/11/2018 Great recipe! I cut half a cup of butter. I also baked them
at 400 degrees for 15-18 minutes, they doubled. These are light, buttery and soft. We had eggs, biscuits and sauce! This is a guard! March 22, 2015 The best cookie recipe ever. I've never made cookies with eggs, and this really doesn't need an egg. This is my go layered fluffy biscuit recipe. 10/01/2017 Lovely recipe. I halved the recipe because I didn't need that many cookies.
There was one problem with these. There was too much butter. Enough for my stomach to hurt after one cookie. I'll add up to half a cup of butter. Probably a third. Otherwise, the biscuits came fluffy and tasted good with grape :) Yvonne Dutton Peaches LaVonne Riena Kathryn Warren T_Rav Olivia Aston Lorena Sestayo Ayanna Keepitreal Cannon Euell Cook Jessica Myers
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